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Abstract 

This study aims to find out the relationship between debt levels and economic growth 
(indicated as real GDP growth) following the famous paper of Reinhart and Rogoff, which 
suggested in the post-war data there appeared to be a dramatic “fiscal cliff”, with growth 
rates becoming negative (at -0.1%) once the debt ratio exceeded 90%. Through looking 
at the relation between levels of debt/GDP ratio and growth rates using data for cross 
section of economies and by constructing regressions according to the debt/GDP ratio 
and real GDP growth for different periods, a negative relationship between debt/GDP 
ratio and real GDP growth was finally found. Moreover, the results were then used to try, 
and project forward the likely impact of COVID-19 related debt increases on future GDP 
growth rates. Overall, this provides confirmation and support for the results conducted 
by Reinhart and Rogoff. The basic pattern identified in the famous paper is confirmed, 
indicated that the “fiscal cliff” really exists. The negative effect of debt on growth is 
visible throughout the decades. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, high rising government debt has been considered as the main obstacle of living 
standard improvements [1] (Boskin, 2018.et al). Deficits generate when the government 
borrows funds. And the sum of deficits is called debts. Debts could be beneficial and provide 
some positive effects on the development of the economy, especially after severe situations 
such as pandemics and war. When governments do not have enough budget during severe 
periods, debts provide governments a possibility to increase their expenditures temporarily for 
the construction of more public facilities and for better social welfare, leading to an increase in 
GDP and a recovery to the damaged economy [2] (Barro,1974). However, if the debt level 
soared and became too high, governments may lose the capability for paying them back, leading 
to debt crises in the future [3] (Bondarenko, 2020). According to Rheinhard and Rogoff (2010), 
with a 90 percent and above debt/GDP ratio, real GDP growth will be much slower and will 
have a sudden decrease. 

In this paper, we aim to prove the results of Rheinhard and Rogoff from a different perspective 
and different methods. Using the data sheet provided by Rheinhard and Rogoff, we built 
regressions according to the debt/GDP ratio and real GDP growth for different periods including 
19 countries and compared the regressions with the world average. Furthermore, we will use 
our models to predict and find out what would happen for the global economy after Covid-19. 
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2. Literature Review 

From the data analyzed, a negative correlation between economic growth and debt is expected. 
However, in some expertise, scholars expressed different perspectives. In “How does public 
debt affect economic growth? A systematic review” [4] (2019), Rahman, Ismail, and Ridzuan 
proclaim that mutual consensus cannot be achieved on the relationship between economic 
growth and the level of public debt [4] (Rahman, 2019). As the result of their study shows, the 
relationship can be positive, negative, and even non-linear. The three scholars remain skeptical 
of the research conducted by Reinhart and Rogoff since there are some countries where the 90 
percent threshold effect cannot be proved there [4] (Rahman, 2019). “A Systematic Review”: 
the opposing view was generated from reading over substantial articles and examining the data 
used in articles. Therefore, this article is a reliable resource to quote, and this article leads to 
more credible sources of the relevant topics if a concept quoted in it is relevant to our subject. 

In the journal “Coronavirus downturn likely to add to high government debt in some countries” 
[5] (Gramlich, 2020), Gramlich first analyzed the Debt situation of all countries after the 2008 
financial crisis, especially in G7 countries. He pointed out that the Debt/GDP ratio of G7 
countries is very high now, and without COVID-19, the Debt of G7 countries would develop 
according to historical standards. Then Gramlich predicts that the Covid-19 pandemic will 
cause governments to increase their debt in order to implement economic relief measures [5] 
(Gramlich, 2020). It can be inferred from the journal that many governments will face a high level 
of debt after the pandemic. We will take a deeper insight to the countries with a high debt in 
certain periods to anticipate what the real economic growth rate will be affected by the 
projected high level of debt after the pandemic. However, as Gramlich states in the journal, it 
is difficult to determine whether the debt levels are high in different countries merely based 
on debt to GDP ratio [5] (Gramlich, 2020). This perspective points out one of the limitations of 
studies that solely rely on debt to GDP ratio to represent the level of debt. Through this journal, 
it is supposed that the debt level after Covid- 19 will be high and readily identify a potential 
shortcoming in our studies. 

3. Methods 

First of all, since during 1939 to 1945 was the Second World War and the economic data during 
the war is actually ambiguous, in order to decrease the effects of the world war and considering 
the recovery time for each country after the war, 5 years post-war (1950), 10 years post war 
(1955) and 15 years post war (1960) were considered as the beginning points of the data 
analysis and were then evaluated. Finally, 1950 was selected as the beginning point of the whole 
data analysis because the "since 1960" part and the "since 1950" part almost overlaps. Using 
1950 as the starting point could provide better and more accurate results. 19 countries were 
then selected in that the exact real GDP growth rate data and the debt/ GDP ratio data were 
provided for most of the years. To deal with the missing debt/GDP ratio in some countries for 
several years, the average debt/GDP ratio over the past 10 years for each country was used to 
fill out the missing parts. 

Secondly, for each selected country, in order to find out how debt could affect the real economic 
growth rate for a given 10 years, the real economic growth rates from 1950 to 2009 for each 
country were divided into 6 intervals for each 10 years first (1950-1959; 1960-1969; 1970-1979; 
1980-1989; 1990-1999; 2000-2009) and the average real economic growth rate were 
calculated for each interval. The debt/GDP ratio for each starting point (1950, 1960, 1970, 
1980, 1990, 2000) of each interval were then picked up. After arrangement of those data, a data 
table was made and shown as below: 
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Table 1. Average real economic growth rate for 19 countries and the debt/GDP ratio at 
each starting point 

 

 
 

Thirdly, scatter plots for each interval including all selected countries were made. Based on the 
scatter plots, regression lines were made to find out the relationship between real economic 
growth and debt/GDP ratio. The x-axis is the real economic growth and the y-axis is the 
debt/GDP ratio. Some outliers were found based on some essential events such as the “Celtic 
Tiger” happened in Ireland from the mid-1990s to mid-2000s [6] (Timoney, 2010) and then 
removed so that the whole data set could be more accurate and a better regression could be 
adjusted. 

Finally, in order to verify the threshold effect discussed by Rheinhard and Rogoff, a line chart 
was made based on the summary data provided by Rheinhard and Rogoff, with 4 intervals based 
on different debt ratio ranges (30% or less, 30%-60%, 60%-90%, 90% or above). 

4. Theory data and Transformation: 

In order to find out the relationship between economic growth and debt, the data used for this 
study are mainly debt to GDP ratio and the real economic growth in 19 countries from certain 
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different years up to 2009, provided by the data sheet from Rheinhard and Rogoff. The economic 
circumstances during post-war periods are quite similar to what people experienced during 
pandemics: enormous numbers of capitals and labor are destroyed during wartime; labor is 
limited to work from home, and countries are closed to each other. Therefore, to compare with 
the global Covid-19 pandemic, when productivity and employment rate are declining, we 
decided to analyze the debt and economic growth around 1950. The average level of real 
economic growth starting from 5 years after world war II to 2009- and 10-years post war to 2009 
were computed, divided into several ten-year intervals, so that whether countries experienced 
drastically different economic-growing trends during one ten-year interval could be determined. 

An example of how we examine the regression coefficient obtained: 

Real GDP Growth Rate ten-year interval = α + βDebt/GDP ratio starting year + Ɛ 

the regression is displayed in Figure 1. 
Real GDP Growth Rate 1950-1959 = 5.46 - 0.0172Debt/GDP ratio1950 

𝛼1950-1959=5.46±0.578 𝛽1950-1959=-0.0172±0.0 00812 

If the debt/GDP increases 1, then the real GDP growth rate will decrease -0.0172. 

H0: β = 0 H1: β ≠ 0 

And then, we test if the debt/GDP effect is statistically significant: 
P-value = 0.0477 

P-value of debt/GDP in 1950 in this model is less than a=0.05. We will reject the null hypothesis 
at a=0.05 that the debt/GDP helps to explain the real growth rate. 

The regression is displayed in Figure 1 and figure 2.  

 
Figure 1. Real GDP Growth Rate/Debt to GDP ratio during 1950-1959 

 

 
Figure2. Real GDP Growth Rate/Debt to GDP ratio during 2000-2009 
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Since the main objective of this study is to predict real economic growth rate after the pandemic, 
we rely on the post-war situation of economic growth. The parameter used here is several ten- 
year intervals from 5 years after World War II and 10 years after the second world war. As 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 indicated above, the real economic growth of the interval 5 years after 
World War II was much greater than that of the 2000 to 2009 interval. However, the correlation 
between growth and debt indicated that the parameter beta here is not changing in a wide range. 

Consequently, we can expect that there is a negative correlation between real economic growth 
and debt/GDP ratio. Before reaching the final conclusion, accuracies of data are probably 
required to be examined. The relationship between real GDP growth and debt/GDP ratio might 
exhibit various characteristics in different scales of time period. To seek how the relationship 
between real GDP growth rate and debt/GDP ratio differs in a longer time period, one viable 
approach is to divide the real GDP growth rate into twenty-year periods as well, and compare 
the result with the real GDP growth rate that is divided in ten-year periods. The debt/ GDP ratios 
selected are the ratios of the first year of different intervals. Since we are examining the effect 
of debt on growth, a debt from the starting point is more appropriate for the analysis in contrast 
to average debt. A debt to GDP ratio from the starting shows the long-term effect of the initial 
amount of debt after the war. The initial debt displays where each country started to make 
progress in growing economies after the war, while the average depicts what a general level of 
debt is. 

 
Figure 3. Real GDP Growth Rate/Debt to GDP ratio during 1990-1999(outliers) 

 

 
Figure 4. Real GDP Growth Rate/Debt to GDP ratio during 1990-1999(without Ireland) 
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A commonly seen problem with a population of data is the existence of outliers which are far 
from where most data points gather [7] (Gress, 2018). To illustrate, the outlier on the upper 
right corner of Figure 3 is Ireland during 1990-1999. What happened in Ireland during that 
decade was an economic prosperity called “Celtic Tiger”, a period of rapid real economic growth 
fostered by foreign direct investment [8] (Kirby, 2004). The “Celtic Tiger” shifts the regression 
line upward as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Average growth in 1990-1999 became roughly 
three times as great as that of the previous decade. 

In order to determine whether such an outlier should be removed from our sample, both the 
statistical and economic implication behind this particular data point is required to be clarified. 
Statistically, this point falls outside of the interquartile range so that it seems plausible to remove 
this point from our graph, but it is not sufficient to make the decision. The economic implication 
of this point is the “Celtic Tiger”, which is not a normally seen prosperity throughout the history 
of the country [8] (Kirby, 2004). In this case, this particular point changes the direction of the 
line and the correlation becomes positive. Because we are comparing the post-war situation 
to the pandemic, it will be better to exclude this point and seek the general correlation in 
normally economic growing years. Therefore, this outlier is excluded, and we decided to use 
Figure 4, the figure without an outlier for this interval, for further data analysis. 

However, outliers sometimes have not much influence on the correlation of two variables.  

 

 
Figure 5. Real GDP Growth Rate/Debt to GDP ratio during 2005-2009(with two outliers) 

 

As shown in figure 5, there are two major outliers: one is Italy and the other one is Australia. 
These two outliers are located on opposite sides of the regression line. While Italy witnessed a 
negative growth from 2005 to 2009, Australia saw a growth that surpassed all other countries 
in the sample. The reason can be simply expressed: The Italian economy did poorly during the 
subprime crisis, so they witnessed negative growth. On the contrary, Australians survived in the 
crisis and achieved the highest growth rate among these countries. Since one outlier located 
below the regression line and the other located above the regression line, and their vertical 
distances to the regression line are close, we did not remove them in the computation. If we 
remove the outliers, the regression line would be slightly less steep, with a difference of less 
than 11%. A conclusion or argument is made more convincing if it is built on a sample that is 
representative of as many different data points as it can be [9] (Lakens, 2014). Based on our 
analysis, we decide to preserve outliers that are like-kind of this case. 
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Besides outliers, there are “invisible” economic events that can alter real economic growth to a 
substantially lower level. We determined whether we should take special considerations on 
them by comparing the orientation of the regression line when such an event occurred and the 
orientation of the line when there is no such special event. The following two graphs were used 
for comparison: 

 

 
Figure 6. Real GDP Growth Rate/Debt to GDP ratio during 1955-1964 

 

 
Figure 7. Real GDP Growth Rate/Debt to GDP ratio during 2005-2009 

 

In figure 6, the correlation between the average growth of the first ten-year interval after the war 
and the initial debt to GDP ratio at the starting year 1955 is shown. And figure 7 indicates the 
correlation of these two parameters in the interval of 2005 to 2009, when the subprime 
mortgage crisis emerged. As Figure 7 showed, the regression line is steeper than that of Figure 
6, with a higher slope. An economic depression like the subprime mortgage crisis does affect 
the regression line to some extent, but growth and debt during the recession still follow the 
same negative correlation. The difference is that, during recession, with the same amount of 
increase in debt as in other periods, growth will respond with a slight greater decrease. During 
the period where no recession occurs, an increase in debt to GDP ratio will lead to a slightly 
smaller decrease in real economic growth. 
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5. Results 

5.1. Analysis of different decades  

From the linear regression model implemented and the output figures, we anticipate that there 
is a negative correlation between real economic growth and the amount of debt. The following 
equation is the general form of linear regression and parameters used in the analysis: Real GDP 

Growth Rate ten-year interval = α+β*Debt/GDP ratio starting year+ε 

 
Figure 8. Value of β in each period 5 years after World War II 

 

In order to analyze and anticipate the real economic growth rate after the pandemic, the 
regression was run for each different ten-year interval and the results were shown in Figure 8. 
As the figure indicated, although the correlation, beta, in different intervals vary in a wide range, 
they all fall below zero without exception. We can conclude that debt has more influence on real 
economic growth rate at the first two intervals after the war, since the two betas are located much 
lower than the rest. Twenty years after the war, the influence of debt on real economic growth 
rate was not as great as that shortly after the war because beta became increasingly closer to 
zero. When betas approach zero, the same increase in debt will result in a much smaller decrease 
in real economic growth rate. 

 
Figure 9. Value of β in each period 10 years after World War II 
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From the analysis on intervals started five years after the war, we can summarize that the effect 
of debt on real economic growth rate will remain stable after the first twenty years. However, 
the analysis on intervals started ten years after the war displays a slightly different result. In 
Figure 9, the betas in the first twenty years are similar to the case in the previous figure 8. The 
discrepancy becomes evident when it gets to the third interval, which started twenty-five years 
after the second World War. From 1975 to 2004, the correlation coefficient betas altered closer 
and closer to zero. This trend was not seen in the previous figure 8, since the value of betas 
fluctuates in different intervals. 

After reviewing the data, it is convinced that the debt to GDP ratios of countries in 1970 were 
generally much higher than those of 1975. Larger amount of debt perhaps results in lower 
confidence among investors for certain countries [3] (Bondarenko, 2020). With less investment, 
real economic growth tends to slow down. 

Then, another one variable simple linear regression for real growth rate on Debt/GDP on a 20 
years basis was run. 

 

 
Figure 10. Real growth rate on debt/GDP at 1950-2009 

For reference, we took the trend of real growth rate during 1950-1979 affected by the debt/GDP 
ratio in 1950 as an example. Similar to the previous model that is based on ten-year intervals 
data, the 20-years data also shows a negative linear relationship between debt/GDP and real 
GDP growth. 

 

Table 2. main statistics of the linear correlation between debt/GDP and real GDP growth 

 
 

From the linear regression approach, the equation of real growth rate versus debt/GDP is: Real 
GDP Growth Rate 1950-1979 = 5.466 - 0.0123 X1950 

According to the 20-year basis equation, if the debt/GDP increases 1unit, then the real growth 
rate will decrease by 0.0123479. When the debt/GDP timescale is divided into ten-year periods, 
the real GDP growth rate will decrease by 0.017253873 as the debt/GDP ratio raises 1unit. Thus, 
the debt has a more significant effect on real GDP growth in relatively short terms. As the time 
scale becomes longer, this effect will reduce to a lower level. 
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Through the regression approach for every single time period from 1950 to 2009 (both for ten- 
year periods and twenty-year periods), β values are generated for every time period. The results 
indicated that the effect of timescale on relation between debt/GDP and real growth rate is not 
only true for the 1950s, but also appeared at any period of time between 1950 and 2009. 

 

Table 3. β values from 1950 to 2009 for each ten-year/twenty-year period 
Ten-Year Periods Twenty-Year Periods 

1950-1959 β=-0.017 1950-1969 β=-0.012 

1960-1969 β=-0.028 / / 

1970-1979 β=-0.006 1970-1989 β=-0.005 

1980-1989 β=-0.012 / / 

1990-1999 β=-0.007 1990-2009 β=0.004 

2000-2009 β=-0.019 / / 

 

The β values at different time periods indicate that the debt in a ten-year period always has a 
stronger effect on real GDP growth rate than in a twenty-year period. From 1950-1969, the β for 
twenty-year period is -0.012, and for ten-year periods the β values are -0.017 and -0.028. Both 
of the β values of the ten-year period exhibit a stronger effect on x variable (Real GDP Growth 
Rate). From 1970-1989 from 1960, the β for twenty-year period is -0.005, while the β value for 
ten-years periods are -0.006 and -0.0012, the debt still has a more significant effect on real GDP 
growth rate in ten-year periods than in twenty-year period. During 1990-2009, debt even had 
a positive relationship with real GDP growth, while during 1990-1999 every one more unit of 
debt/GDP caused the real GDP growth rate to decrease by 0.007. 

5.2. Threshold Effect & Line Graph 

The purpose of making the line graph that coordinates Debt/GDP ratio with Real GDP Growth 
is to find out whether there is a threshold effect that may impose on GDP growth at a certain 
interval. The value of Debt/GDP ratios can be split into four intervals, 30 or less, 30-60, 60-90, 
90 or above. On the X-axis are the four intervals of Debt/GDP ratios, and on the Y-axis are the 
average Real GDP growth rates of twenty countries in the data set, a line graph can be drew as 
shown below: 

 
Figure 11. Real GDP Growth in 4 intervals 

 

In Figure 11, the line graph indicates that there is a sharp drop in Real GDP Growth when the 
Debt/GDP ratio is at 90 or above 90. There is a threshold effect when Debt/GDP >= 90, the Real 
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GDP Growth is significantly lower when the Debt/GDP exceed the threshold of 90. For countries 
with a debt/GDP ratio greater than 90, it is likely that these countries’ real GDP growth rate is 
much lower than other countries. 

 

 
Figure 12. The Debt Growth of the G7 Country between 2006-2017 

 

In figure 12 of the G7 debt situation, most countries had a highly increasing debt after the great 
recession except Germany. In most G7 countries, debt went up as a share of GDP in the years 
following the great recession. “For example, the U.S. debt accounted for 64 percent of GDP in 
2006 but rose to more than 100 percent of GDP in 2012 and subsequent years. In Italy, where 
the coronavirus has taken a serious toll, government debt was already slightly higher than GDP 
(103 percent) leading up to the last recession in 2006. By 2013, debt had increased to 129 percent 
of Italy’s GDP, where it has essentially stayed since” [7] (John, 2020). 

 

 
Figure 13. The Debt/GDP and Real Growth Rate in G7 Countries between 2007-2021 

Sources: International Monetary Fund, June 2020 World Economy Outlook (assessed October 
2020) 
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In figure 13, a huge turning point for the real growth rate took place in 2009, a year after the 
financial crisis, but it recovered to almost the same point in 2010 as in 2007. After that, the 
growth rate stabilized, but the debt/GDP ratio kept rising. These results indicate that after the 
financial crisis, Rheinhart and Rogoff`s suggestion can be verified in G7 countries. 

 

 
Figure 14. The Debt/GDP and Real Growth Rate in world between 2007-2021 

Sources: International Monetary Fund, June 2020 World Economy Outlook (assessed October 
2020) 

 

Despite that the Rheinhart and Rogoff`s statement was proved in G7 nations, the worldwide 
economy would better reflect this result. From figure 14, although the worldwide average 
economic growth range and the trend of the Debt/GDP are generally similar to G7 countries, the 
world Debt/GDP ratio is always lower than 90 percent, and general economic growth remains 
at around 3.5 percent, the highest point can reach 5 percent. The contrast between world 
economy and the G7 economy also confirms the RR’s conjecture: when the Debt/GDP reached 
90, a sharp decline will appear in the real economic growth rate. 

 

 
Figure 15. The Prediction of Debt/GDP and Real Growth Rate in world about 5 years in the 

future 
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Figure 16. The Prediction of Debt/GDP and Real Growth Rate in G7 countries about 5 years in 

the future 

 

In the article, John said that Covid-19 could lead to a worldwide increase in government debt 
and a 3% decline in the world economy this year [7] (John,2020). That is a much steeper drop 
than 2009, when the economy shrank 0.7 percent amid the global financial crisis. Furthermore, 
the pandemic would lead to a big increase in countries' debt, but it is likely to exist only in the 
short term. The Fund said in its latest Fiscal Monitor that it expects government budget deficits 
will swell from 3.9 percent of GDP in 2020 to 12.7 percent, nearly a 9-percentage difference. In 
an interview, IMF fiscal affairs chief Vitor Gaspar told Reuters that there will be a one-off rise 
in debt in 2020, stabilization after 2021 and even a small downward trend in 2025 [10] 
(Reuters, 2020). 

In our model, the simple regression of the Debt/GDP and the real growth is𝑦 = −0.015𝑥 + 
4.09. Based on the above information and our model, figure 15 and 16 plotted the estimated 
economy pattern from 2019 to 2025. Similar to 2009, there will be a turning point in real growth 
rate in 2020, then it will recover and rise to a relatively high value in 2021 followed by slow 
decline until it stabilizes at around 3.5 percent. Debt/GDP ratio is constant at about 77-78 percent 
from the beginning of recovery about the world economy. Compared to the higher debt over 120 
percent and the lower real GDP growth that from the peak of 3.92 percent in 2021 then gradually 
stabilized to 1.67 percent of the G7 countries. These two sets of figures show sharply lower 
debt/GDP>=90%, and real GDP growth will have a sustained cut, which also confirmed 
Rheinhart and Rogoff`s statement. Through figure 15 and 16, we can find that after the debt of 
two countries reached their highest point, there is a steady trend followed due to the 
requirement of a high debt period to restore the domestic economy. However, this high 
Debt/GDP will only last a short term, and long-term status would be similar to the debt 2008 
financial crisis: the debt will lower down and stabilize eventually. The time of this constant ratio 
also depends on the evolution of the epidemic situation in the future. In a Monday statement 
after a conference call with finance officials from the G20 countries, Georgieva said that the 
economic impact is and will be severe, but the sooner the virus stops, the faster and stronger the 
recovery will be. [11] (Noah, 2020). Based on this, we can conclude that the global economy will 
start to recover after hitting the bottom. The speed of recovery depends on the impact of COVID-
19. The bigger the impact, the bigger the rebound. 
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6. Limitations 

Even though the results we found using the correlation model almost fits the results from 
Rheinhard and Rogoff, there are still some limitations to consider. First of all, the growth rate 
we used for data analysis is the average value for each country in a 10-year-period. Therefore, 
some extreme values may affect the accuracy of final results and lead to some deviations of the 
regression line. Secondly, we found some data missing on the data sheet provided. In order to 
make the data sets fit better, we use the average value to fit the missing data. However, by using 
this method, the data set might be affected by the extreme values indirectly. Thirdly, not all 
countries were selected in this study due to a lack of data and only 19 countries are included for 
our data analysis. Consequently, selection bias could happen because the results from the 
selected countries might not be representative. 

Furthermore, the existence of omitted variables could be a big issue. It is probably hard to find 
all of the omitted variables, but omitted variables could affect the accuracy of the correlation 
model. The situations and policies could vary across different countries, providing different 
effects on the real GDP growth. Inflation rate could have a negative impact on economic growth, 
for a nearly 6% slow down [12] (Mishchenko. et al, 2018). Lower consumption and export in 
some countries may lead to the decrease in their GDP growth rate [13] (Kira ,2013). The 
decrease on the investment level may have some minor effect on the decrease of GDP growth 
as well [14] (Upreti,2015). These factors may keep changing over years with the changing of 
different policies, then possible to affect real GDP growth. However, this study fails to take 
inflation, consumption, export, investment and the change in policies for all countries due to 
the lack of related data. Further studies are required to find if those omitted variables could 
affect economic growth, and to what extent.  

7. Conclusion 

In conclusion, there is a negative relationship between debt/GDP ratio and real GDP growth. If 
the debt/GDP ratio in the starting year of every ten/twenty-year period increases, it is likely 
that the average real GDP growth rate of these ten years/twenty years will decrease. 
Additionally, debt typically has a more significant effect on real GDP growth rate in ten-year 
intervals than in twenty-year intervals. If the debt/GDP ratio rises by one unit, it causes more 
reduction in real GDP growth rate in ten-year intervals than in twenty-year intervals. 

As the debt/GDP ratio increases to a certain level, a threshold effect may impose on the real 
GDP growth rate. In figure 10 it shows that when debt/GDP ratio is >=90, the real GDP growth 
rate decreases dramatically. It can be concluded that there is a threshold at 90, where a country 
will experience significant loss in real GDP growth rate when its debt/GDP ratio exceeds the 
threshold of 90. 

Similar to the Great Recession, according to the model we built, there will be a higher economic 
growth post COVID-19 after 2021. Then, the growth rate will become relative stable. For debt, 
the debt/GDP ratio will keep soaring in the next decade, but will not increase as fast as that 
during 2008. Therefore, the results by Rheinhard and Rogoff might not be correct in the short 
run, but correct in the long run. Further studies are still required to find out the effects of 
omitted variables such as inflation, consumption, export, investment and the change in policies 
in order to make our results more accurate and scientific. 
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